
EMERGENCE AND DOWNWARD CAUSATION
AN INTRODUCTION TO A SPECIAL NUMBER OF PRINCIPIA

Although emergentism has fiounshed dunng the first bali of dus
century as the first systematic formulation of non-reductive physi-
cahsm, emergentist plulosophtes underwent a long penod of

In 1990, ICnn wrote that the emergence debate had been forgot-
ten, and appeared to have had neghgible effects on the then current
debates m metaphysics, philosophy of mmd, and philosophy of
ence (in Kim 1993 134) Nonetheless, seven years after that state-
ment, Kim (1997 271) himself acknowledged that emergenttsm was
commg back mto the plulosophical scene, and the terms 'emergem',
`emergence', and the expressions `emergent property', `emergent phe-
nomenon', and so on were mcreasingly employed in an unapologetic
way by both philosophers and sciennsts (also Kim 1999) This re-
emergence of the emergence debate is directly related to the great
development of the sciences of compleinty, interdisciplmary fields of
research concemed with the complex propernes of hfe and nund, m
the 1990s Another reason for the strong comeback of this plulo-
sophical doctnne hes in the collapse of positivam reductiorusm and
the related ideal of an umfied science smce the 1970s The very term
`emergence' and its denvatives have become popular m the context
of computer models of non-linear dynamical systems, complex sys-
tems research, Artificial Life, consciousness studies etc As the con-
cept of emergence and related nonons are mcreasingly used, it be-
comes more and more important to keep the exact mearung of the
central ideas mvolved dear, masmuch as the notion of emergence
is often regarded with suspicion by both philosophers and smennsts,
despite lts intuitive appeal In recent years, the emergence debate
has been gomg on, with several philosophers and sctennsts trytng to
make tt clear what is at stake ta the notton of emergence as well as ia
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related nonons, such as `downward causation', `supervemence', 'lev-
eis', etc We can say that dus debate currently compnses at least four
distmct hnes of discusston (0 the treatments of emergence whtch
follow the approach of the analyncal school in phdosophy, (u) lustor-
ically and scientifically informed discussions wluch avoid bemg com-
promised with some underlytng metaphysical assumptions mvolved
m the emergence debate and assume the strategy of weiglung alterna-
vives and craftmg new tines through mergers, (m) contributions from
the Artificial Life tradition, wfuch typically assume that emergence
is genume and of central importance m understandmg and model-
mg complex adapnve systems, and (w) contnbunons from philoso-
phers of physics, which typically dunk that there is no problem of
emergence as emergence is simply a fact In dus assue, there are
no papers of this latter approach, wiule Giletes, Mendonça's, and
Symons' papers can be regarded as representatives of (O, El-Hards
and PihIstrom's, of (n), and Bedau's, as a mixture of (a) and (iu)

Inibas special number of Principia, we mtend to offer a broad vtew
of the issues discussed m the emergence debate and the vanety of
philosoplucal (and also metaplulosophical) posinons one can assume
when mvolved au it Bedau's, El-Ham's, Pddstróm's, and Symons' pa-
pers were presented at the 2001 meetmg of the International Soaety
for the History, Philosophy, and Social Studies of Biology, at Quin-
rnpiac University, Handem-CT, USA, in the sesston "Leveis I Emer-
gence", orgaruzed by C N El-Ham (for further information, please
check http //www.phlvt.edu/ISHPSSB/2001/program.htm)  The
other two papers were also presented an unportant conferences, and
bring further contributions to the comprehensive view of the emer-
gence debate dus special number mtends to provide Ginetes paper
was presented m a special panei ou emergence at the 1999 confer-
ence of the Soaety for Chaos Theory in Psychology and the Life Sa-
ences, whde Mendonça's was given at the Third International Col-
loquium ou Philosophy of Mmd, wluch took place at João Pessoa,
Brazd, m 2002

Pnncipta readers will have a general and mformed vtew about
emergence by readmg the papers gathered here We hope these pa-
pers caia foster a widespread interest in the engagmg controversies
about emergentist philosoplues, contnbutmg to make emergence fi-
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nally become a visible part of the problematics of mamstrearn plu-
losophy of saence At last, the usues at stake In the emergence de-
bate are clearly relevant to central problems m the philosophy and
methodology of science
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